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In this note we give a polynomial time algorithm to compute the order of the 
centralizer of a given subgroup of a full linear group over a finite field. The method 
is deterministic if the characteristic of the ground field is small and Las Vegas in the 
general case. As an application we show that the verification of the center of a 
linear group over a finite field belongs to the complexity class AM. This settles a 
question of L. Babai. 0 1991 Academic press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First we introduce some notation. I;, denotes the finite field with IF,1 = q 
and GL(n, F,) stands for the group of all nonsingular n by n matrices over 
F,. The centralizer C(G) of a subgroup G < GL(n, F,) is defined as 
C(G) = (A E GL(n, F,); BA = AB, for all BE G}. 
Clearly C(G) is a subgroup of GL(n, F,). The subgroup Z(G) = C(G) n G 
is the center of G. The order of a finite group G is the number of elements 
of G. We consider the following algorithmic problem. 
CENTRALIZER (k, n, q). 
INPUT: A collection of matrices A,, AZ, . . . . Ak E GL(n, Fq). 
OUTPUT: The order of C(G) where G is the group generated by the 
matrices Ai. 
A matrix is given as an array of n2 elements of Fq. The field Fq is 
specified by the minimal polynomial f(x) E Fp[x] of a generating element 
y of the extension F,/I;,, where F, is the prime field of F,. In particular, 
f is irreducible over F, and if q = pS then deg( f) = S. An element c1 E Fq can 
now be represented in the form a=a,+a,y+a,y’+ ... +a,+,y”-‘, 
where USE Fp. The result of this paper is the following. 
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THEOREM. Centralizer (n, k, q) can be solved in Las Vegas time polyno- 
mial in n, k, and log q. Also it can be solved by a deterministic algorithm 
running in time polynomial in n, k, p, and s. 
Note that the randomized time bound is polynomial in the input size. 
The center problem for linear groups is the recognition problem of the 
“language” {(q, n, G,, G,); G1, Gz<GL(n, q), G,=Z(G,)}. Here G,, G, 
are given by generating sets and the generators are elements of GL(n, F,). 
COROLLARY. The center problem for linear groups belongs to the com- 
plexity class AM. 
For a background on Arthur-Merlin protocols the reader is referred to 
Babai (1985, 1989). 
Proof: Using the randomized algorithm for Centralizer ( ) Arthur 
computes first the order o of G = C(G,) and verities (in deterministic 
polynomial time) that G, centralizes Gr. Next Merlin guesses a short (i.e., 
m d n2 log q) system of generators B, , . . . . B, of G and the orders or, 02, o3 
of the groups G1, GZ, and G3 = G, G, respectively. Finally using the AM 
protocols from Babai (1989) they verify the following statements: 
1. The matrices B, generate G. 
2. The order of Gi is oi for i= 1,2, 3. 
3. G2 <G,. Upon completion Arthur accepts if and only if 
03/o = 01/02. 
The significance of statement 1 is that the protocol for statement 2 works 
for groups given by generators. Statement 1 is verified by a protocol for the 
order of the group H generated by the matrices Bi. Arthur can check 
himself if H < G in the straightforward way. Arthur accepts that H = G iff 
\H( = (GI and H<G. 
Statement 3 certifies that G2 < Z(G,) and therefore it suffices to verify the 
order of Z(G,). The isomorphism G, C(G,)/C(G,) g G,/Z(G,) implies that 
the order of Z(G,) is o2 iff oJo=01/02. 1 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Here we describe the method to solve the problem Centralizer ( ). We 
shall work with associative algebras having an identity element 1. For such 
an algebra d let U(d) denote the group of invertible elements (units) 
of Jd. 
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First we compute a basis over F, of the centralizer algebra 
at= {AEM,(F,);AA,=A,A for 1 <i<k} 
of the group G generated by the matrices Aj. Clearly we have 
C(G) = d n GL(n, F,) = U(d). 
Note that a basis of d is obtained by solving a system of linear equations 
over I;, derived from the definition of ZI above. Consequently the cost of 
computing d is (n+k+log q) . O(l) By Wedderburn’s theory of finite 
dimensional associative algebras (cf. Herstein, 1968; Pierce, 1982) d has a 
unique maximal nilpotent ideal 
Rad(d) = (A E ~2; 1 + ABE U(d) for every BE d}, (1) 
the radical of d. 
The factor algebra &@ = d/Rad(d) can be expressed as 
where the gi are simple algebras over F, and they are the (uniquely deter- 
mined) minimal ideals of g. The algebras gi are isomorphic to full matrix 
algebras. More precisely there exist integers ni and finite extension fields 
F(‘) B Fq such that 
?t$ s A4 .(F”‘). n, (3) 
These structural components of d can be computed efficiently. A basis 
of Rad(d) can be found in deterministic polynomial time (Fried1 and 
Rbnyai, 1985, Sect. 5; Ronyai, 1990, Section 2). The ideals gi, the fields Fci) 
and the numbers ni are obtained in Las Vegas time (n + k + log q)O(l) or in 
deterministic time (n + k + p + s) O(l) (Fried1 and Ronyai, 1985, Sect. 7.3; 
Ronyai, 1990, Sect. 3). 
The natural map d --t a induces an epimorphism of groups 
4: U(d) -+ U(a). Also from (2) we have 
U(.@) = U(iq) x U(9$) x . . . x U(L%J. (4) 
We infer that it suffices to find the orders for the groups U(gi) = 
GL(n,, F”)) and H = ker 4, respectively. Now if ri denotes the order of the 
field F(‘) then for the order li of U(gi) we have the well-known (and easily 
computable) formula 
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From (1) we infer that 
H=(l+A;AERad(d)} 
and consequently (HI = JRad(d)l. Putting these together we obtain the 
efficiently computable formula for the order of C(G): 
IC(G)\ =llfz . ..Z.(Rad(d)l. 
This completes the proof. 1 
3. A CONCLUDING REMARK 
It would be interesting to find efficiently generators for C(G). This 
problem is equivalent to finding generators for the groups U(BJ and H. 
We can construct generators for H in deterministic polynomial time as 
follows. Let d be the smallest positive integer such that for the ideal 
4 = Rad(d) we have 4 d = (0). Note that d < M,(F,) implies that d d n. 
For j = 1, . . . . d- 1 let Xi be a subset of $j such that the images under the 
natural map of the elements of X, form a basis over F, of the linear space 
xj/9j+ 1. Now we set X = X, u X, u . . . u X,- 1. It is easily seen that the 
set 
is a generating system of H. 
We are, however, unable to construct generators for the U(Bi) in Las 
Vegas polynomial time. Using the methods of Ronyai (1987, Sect. 6.1; 
1990, Sect. 5.1), the isomorphisms in Eq. (3) can be constructed in Las 
Vegas time (n + k + log q)‘(l) or in deterministic time (n + k + p + s)O(l). 
This means that it would suffice to find generators for the groups 
GL(m, F), where F is a finite field. We can construct generators for the 
large normal subgroup 
SL(m, F) = {A E GL(m, F), det(A) = l}. 
It is known (cf. Suzuki, 1982, Theorem 9.2) that SL(m, F) is generated by 
the two subgroups 
and 
U(m, F)= {Z+A; A,=0 if i>j} 
L(m, F)= {Z+A;A,=O if i<j}, 
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where I is the identity matrix. But if .d denotes the algebra of matrices 
&= {AZ+A; AEFand A,=0 if i>jJ 
then we have 
U(m, F)= ([+A; AERad(d)} 
and therefore our previous construction gives generators for U(m, F). The 
group L(m, F) can be treated analogously. We can therefore obtain 
generators for SL(m, F) in deterministic time (m + log IF/)0(‘). We could 
easily augment this to obtain a generating set for GL(m, F) if we had 
generators for the multiplicative group F *. Unfortunately it is not known 
if a generating system of the multiplicative group F* can be obtained in 
Las Vegas time polynomial in log(Fj. Note also, that this is a special case 
of our original problem because GL(1, F) = F*. These imply that the 
problems of finding generators for GL(m, F) and for F* are equivalent up 
to deterministic polynomial time reductions. 
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